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Appendix D

Umpire Signals

STRIKE
Verbalize “Strike” while set.

Stand, raise right arm up and
forward into a fist.

OUT
Raise right arm straight up.

Bring forearm slightly forward
while clenching into a fist.

Verbalize “Out.”

FOUL TIP
Optional. Brush fingers with

upward motion, chest high or
higher. Follow with strike signal.

No verbal.

SAFE/NO CATCH/NO TAG/
NO INFRACTION

Extend arms straight out with
palms down. Verbally call.

FOUL BALL/DEAD BALL/
NO PITCH

Raise both arms up, palms for-
ward angled out from the body.

Verbalize the call.

FAIR BALL
Point towards fair ground with

hand closest to infield. No 
verbal call.

INFIELD FLY
Raise right arm above head
with fist closed. Verbally call

“Infield Fly.”

DOUBLE
Raise right arm above head

showing two fingers. Verbally
call “Two Bases.”
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PLAY BALL
Raise arm toward pitcher with
palm facing body. Bring arm

toward body while verbalizing
“Play Ball.”

TIME
Raise both arms above head,
palms forward, with arms at a

slight angle from body. Verbally
call “Time.”

EJECTION
Hold up right arm with palm open

and forward. Draw the hand back to
the ear and redirect arm skyward at
a 45-degree angle away from the

body with the index finger extended.

COUNT
Raise both arms shoulder high
or higher in front of the body.
Indicate strikes with fingers on
right hand and balls on the left

hand.

THE RUN DOES NOT SCORE
Cross both arms back and
forth above the head with

palms forward. Verbalize “No
Run.”

THE RUN SCORES
Point at plate while emphatically
verbalizing “The Run Scores.”

POINT
Extend arm with index finger
extended. Keep other arm

close to body.

HOME RUN
Raise right arm above head with
index finger extended. Circle arm

in clockwise motion.

DO NOT PITCH
With palm up, raise hand toward

pitcher.

DELAYED DEAD BALL
Extend left arm straight out–in
a fist with fingers facing out.


